
  

President Barack Obama’s real father is not Barack Obama Sr. (bottom right), but the late

communist journalist Frank Marshall Davis (upper right), according to a wild new film.

(Image source: obamasrealfather.com)

A new movie by director Joel Gilbert alleges that Barack Obama’s real father was not the

Kenyan goat herder of the same name but the Honolulu Marxist Frank Marshall Davis.

Via The Blaze:

From the website:
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Tweet 27Like 70

#1 May 16, 2012 at 10:02 pm

Todd commented:

My god.. I would love, LOVE to see the conspiracy theory that’s too wack-a-doodle even
for this site. Anyone have any suggestions?

#2 May 16, 2012 at 10:03 pm

Taqiyyotomist commented:

Mmm, mmm, mmm!

Barack Hussein Davis!

#3 May 16, 2012 at 10:05 pm

Taqiyyotomist commented:

Todd:

Oswald was a communist?

The Moon Landing was real?

Those aren’t chemtrails you see, those are evidence of air travel?

I got a ton of crazy ones.

#4 May 16, 2012 at 10:05 pm

Taqiyyotomist commented:

Oooh,

“The Jews don’t actually control the Media and the Banks.”

Chew on that conspiracy.

At age 18, Barack Obama admittedly arrived at Occidental College a committed

revolutionary Marxist. What was the source of Obama’s foundation in Marxism? Throughout

his 2008 Presidential campaign and term in office, questions have been raised regarding

Barack Obama’s family background, economic philosophy, and fundamental political

ideology. Dreams from My Real Father is the alternative Barack Obama “autobiography,”

offering a divergent theory of what may have shaped our 44th President’s life and politics.

In Dreams from My Real Father, Barack Obama is portrayed by a voiceover actor who

chronicles Barack Obama’s life journey in socialism, from birth through his election to the

Presidency. The film begins by presenting the case that Barack Obama’s real father was

Frank Marshall Davis, a Communist Party USA propagandist who likely shaped Obama’s

world view during his formative years. Barack Obama sold himself to America as the multi-

cultural ideal, a man who stood above politics. Was the goat herding Kenyan father only a

fairy tale to obscure a Marxist agenda, irreconcilable with American values?
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#5 May 16, 2012 at 10:06 pm

shibumi commented:

Wow, how long before the leftists start calling for the death of this filmmaker?

#6 May 16, 2012 at 10:06 pm

Taqiyyotomist commented:

Crazy, I know. Sooper wacky.

#7 May 16, 2012 at 10:07 pm

Taqiyyotomist commented:

Todd would have looked askance at anyone who doubted Chamberlain.

#9 May 16, 2012 at 10:09 pm

Taqiyyotomist commented:

Anyone who doubted Walter Duranty and claimed that millions of Ukrainians were being

intentionally starved to death by the Soviets…

…Todd would have called them crazy conspiracy theorists.

#10 May 16, 2012 at 10:12 pm

Sasja commented:

Why doesn’t someone just do computer imaging, or whatever it’s called, of his mom and

Davis, and then with Barak Sr to see what their chillin’s would look like?

#11 May 16, 2012 at 10:21 pm

xkaydet65 commented:

Nahhh! I think it was Malcolm X

#12 May 16, 2012 at 10:27 pm

EBL commented:

Here is some more side by side photo comparison…

At a minimum, Frank Marshall Davis has a profound influence on young Barack Obama.

It was like he was in the Big Comrades program. This guy was a radical and a
Communist (that is not hyperbole: a real Communist). He may have been a child

molester.

#13 May 16, 2012 at 10:29 pm

Redlite commented:

Some day Barry’s past will be uncovered after he is out of office and all of the tell all

books come out. But that will after he has completly flushed democracy down the drain.

#14 May 16, 2012 at 10:32 pm

ChillytheAlaskan commented:

This is how they intend to fight his not being a “natural born” citizen. Bunk as far as I am
concerned, a simple dna test of his half brothers will tell if they have the same father.

No matter, he was adopted, claimed citizenship of Indonesia, traveled to Pakistan on a

foreign passport, claimed to be a “foreign” student to qualify for loans, scholarships, or

whatever.

I certainly don’t see ANY facial resemblance to Davis… More lies upon lies..

#16 May 16, 2012 at 10:40 pm

P. Aaron commented:
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Doesn’t matter who Obama’s dad is, he’s still a lousy president.

#18 May 16, 2012 at 10:46 pm

reliapundit  commented:

I WAS ONE OF THE FIRST – IF NOT THE FIRST – TO SUGGEST THIS MIGHT BE THE

CASE.

ONE OF MY FIRST POSTS HERE – 9/2008.

http://astuteblogger.blogspot.com/2008/09/obamas-real-father-connecting-

dots.html

LAST YEAR I OUTLINED MY BASIC REASONING AND IT’S SUMMARIZED HERE; THE FACTS

I RELY ON ARE NOT IN DISPUTE AND THEY MAKE A NEARLY INDISPUTABLE CASE.

http://astuteblogger.blogspot.com/2011/02/ten-reasons-why-its-

completely.html

(I THINK ANYONE WHO’S INTERESTED IN THE SUBJECT MUST READ THAT POST. IT

RAISES INCONTROVERTIBLE POINTS THAT AREN’T MENTIONED BY OTHERS MAKING THE

CASE.)

AT THE END OF THAT POST ARE LINKS TO A DOZEN OR SO OF MY POSTS ON THE
SUBJECT THAT MAKE THE ARGUMENT.

#19 May 16, 2012 at 10:48 pm

Shortcut to Mushrooms commented:

Friendly reminder: Obama will be your president for another four years. Even if you

defect to another country, your income will be taxable for three years.

#20 May 16, 2012 at 10:49 pm

Shortcut to Mushrooms commented:

#18

Learn to use lowercase letters, you mongoloid.

#22 May 16, 2012 at 11:04 pm

ck commented:

Not only is Davis the real Pop, he was the first one to make barry “assume the position

for doggie submission”. Read barry’s poem Pop if you can stand it.

#23 May 16, 2012 at 11:08 pm

Ghost commented:

#14: Jerk!

1) if indeed the ‘useful idiot’ commie agitator is His father and the psycho-wacko

whorebaby was His momma, then He IS a… “natural born citizen”. Ironic.
Not that you would know what those last two terms mean. However, I bet that you know

what those earlier terms mean.

2) and how do you propose that we get a DNA test done? I suspect that the suspect’s

cooperation would be necessary. Besides, mitochondrial DNA testing is far easier to

determine than nuclear DNA, but I don’t imagine you would know anything about that

either.

3) nobody knows what you’re talking about- but since you can’t see, it’s probable that

you can’t see the keyboard either.

For the rest of us:

I’ve asked since 2008 how did a kid who went through High School in a daze get into
prestigious name Universities?

Besides, how does a kid who grew up in Hawaii and Indonesia and never set foot on the

mainland USA until He was 17, then attended Ivy League schools (well, one that we

know about) make it into the rough and tumble corrupt world of Chicago politics?

The legendary story of Chicago politics is exemplified in the story of the man who

approached an Apparatchik seeking to join the political-mob world,

Apparatchik: “Who sent you?”

Rookie: “Nobody”

Apparatchik: “Well, we don’t want nobody that nobody sent?”

yet Barry moves right in- HOW?
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I submit He had an introduction.

Frank Marshall Davis, who had more than just a simple passing mentoring interest.

I also submit that, counter to D’Souza, the real roots of His rage is when He found out
that His white family lied to Him about His real ancestry- which he didn’t discover until

his teen years.

only later did He discover the advantages toward using the original deception to His

advantage.

and there’s more that makes sense- but you can’t fear to think the unthinkable. If you

do, then wait for CNN or Fox to spoonfeed you, they’re happy to do it.

I suspect this website would not have issued this post as late as a year ago.

If I’m right, then Congratulations! Welcome to Hell, we need more Fighters.

#24 May 16, 2012 at 11:08 pm

ck commented:

That being said, it makes barry eligible for the presidency, being the offspring of two
American citizens. Unlike the fairytale or him being the offspring or an American and a

British subject,

#25 May 16, 2012 at 11:08 pm

King Obama 2020 commented:

This is just blatantly superstitious gossip to say Davis was Obama’s real father – I mean,

how is it possible that white girl could have gotten pregnant because of a blow job?

Everyone knows that’s not possible!

#27 May 16, 2012 at 11:17 pm

ck commented:

If you read reliapundits links, it’s quite possible that Stanley Ann was a 17 yr old au pair

for the swinging bisexual Davis’.

#28 May 16, 2012 at 11:19 pm

Bill commented:

#19-Stopped defecating on police cars yet? No? Moved out of your parent’s basement?

Ok, that’s a hard one since you’re always too stoned to actually look for work. How about

an easy one-changed your underwear lately? C’mon ,you don’t have to actually bathe.

You just take them off and wear another pair. Hopefully, a clean pair. But then again

maybe that’s too much too ask. You know since you shut your brain off four years ago
and decided to drink the Kool-Aid for breakfast, lunch, and dinner. Mmmmm…slurp!

slurp! slurp! I…want… more! Must..have…more… Kool-Aid. Must…have… my… fix.

O-BAA-MAA, O-BAA-MAA, O-BAA-MAA…deliver me with your weak girly hands. Only you

can save me! O-BAA-MAA, O-BAA-MAA, O-BAA-MAA..wherefore art thou O-BAA-MAA?….

#29 May 16, 2012 at 11:28 pm

Practical Jane commented:

Our great grandchildren might, MIGHT, know the truth of Barack Hussien Obama. Most

of us likely never will. He’s here. Now. Where he came from? That ship has sailed except

for the lessons to be learned in hindsight.

Stick to the problems we have today. The “who is he” explorations are a waste of time
until after 2013. He is what he is, and what he is must go. Vote – and make sure

everyone you know votes as well.

#30 May 16, 2012 at 11:30 pm

Truth Teller commented:

Wow, what a couple of butt-ugly creatures!!!
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#31 May 16, 2012 at 11:41 pm

donh commented:

Its a striking resemblance. However, a powerful demonic entity is more likely to take

human flesh through the semen of a goat breeder.

#32 May 16, 2012 at 11:47 pm

Bedtime Bonzo commented:

In truth, Barry was birthed from an ACORN.

#33 May 16, 2012 at 11:50 pm

bigL commented:

we still have these awful 2010 GOPers that have to go. theyare horrible. anre doing

nothing. IT is not a job for life. If not this time then in 24 months to primary them and

OUT. This film does nothin g to further that goal.

#34 May 16, 2012 at 11:58 pm

Ace commented:

“Obama” reminds of that fake priest that was arrested in Illinois recently. Conned

millions of dollars. Anyway, no one could prove/disprove that he was actually a priest.

You’d hear all sorts of stories, all of them with a bit of the ring of truth, but you just
couldn’t mail it down. He had many “origins”. He too had documentation that no one was

allowed to see, you just had to trust him on it.

He’s facing 7 felony counts currently.

#35 May 16, 2012 at 11:58 pm

MrGoodWench commented:

A dog laid an egg and Obama hatched when the egg rotted

#36 May 17, 2012 at 12:17 am

Jenny commented:

Maybe he’s the spawn of satan.

#37 May 17, 2012 at 12:24 am

Hack commented:

Obama: A History of Communism

CONNECT THE DOTS.

#38 May 17, 2012 at 12:26 am

American Woman commented:

Cut to the chase; he must be defeated.

N0BAMA!

Show him the door. Get the hook. Vote him out. Delouse the White House.

Sayonara! Arrivederci! So Long! Goodbye!

#39 May 17, 2012 at 12:55 am

jorgen commented:

Malcolm X is much more likely. They are like two drops of (polluted and poisonous)
water.

#40 May 17, 2012 at 12:56 am

katy commented:
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They have the same “rare’ upper lip crease down the middle. Don’t see that very often.

#41 May 17, 2012 at 1:21 am

Flintstone F. commented:

#20 Look up the definition of Mongoloid.

Davis is definitely Obama’s father. The shape and folds of the ears are almost identical,

while compared to Obama Sr., completely different. Also if you cover the face from the

nostrils down on Davis and Obama, they’re almost identical.

#42 May 17, 2012 at 1:57 am

Patriot Act commented:

I’m not endorsing this view because I don’t know enough about it, but there’s a book by

Stephen Pidgeon called The Obama Error, in which the author presents evidence that

Obama is actually the son of Malcolm X. Has anyone read the book? There certainly is a
stronger physical resemblance. Obama doesn’t look anything like Frank Davis to me, nor

his supposed Kenyan father. But he does have a rather broad chin, which is one of the

most distinctive features of Malcolm X.

#44 May 17, 2012 at 3:11 am

Limousine Barry commented:

No, I will not take a DNA test!

I have a campaign to run. Who cares who my father was and how I got my drivers

license!

I must focus on Bankrupting America. I am almost there. But we need higher gas prices

and four more years.

Four more years!

Four more years!

#45 May 17, 2012 at 3:16 am

Nick commented:

This is completely and utterly ridiculous. To see my fellow Americas sucking this up is

sickening. It further erodes my faith in the American people. I have seen my country

ripped apart by low information voters and conspiracy nuts for years. 2010 was the worst

year in elections when our country began making a fool of ourselves around the world.

Sites like this further erode the intelligence of Americans.

#28 I guess you have nothing valid to add, which is not surprising. Anyone that disagrees

with you is obviously a lazy person that lives with their mother. Patently false, but then

again when you have nothing intelligent to add you resort to low blows. You can always
tell when a person is losing a debate. They will either start calling you a communist,

socialist, dirty, lazy, etc to deflect from their pour understanding of the situation.

By the way, I have been wanting to find just one conservative that knows the definition

of socialism and communism. I’ve been searching for awhile now and have yet to find

one that can. Secondly, can you explain it without being totally hypocritical? It reminds

me of the woman that wrote him a letter exclaiming that she wanted government out of

her healthcare and told him not to touch her medicare.

#46 May 17, 2012 at 5:27 am

Bustr commented:

Who cares. He now has a record of a disastrous presidency behind him to convince
Americans (and anyone else who votes) not to vote for him.

#47 May 17, 2012 at 5:41 am

PamelaofthePoconos commented:

Interesting. Jim Hoft: I admire your dedication and courage; and I hope to live long

enough to find out some answers. Thing is though, whatever President Obama is or is not

genetically, he’s not a patriot. That is really the criterion we should be concerned about

when placing any human in the Oval Office.
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But how would we test for patriotism? Certainly we would need to have candidates with

previous elected experience. We would need candidates amenable to having the records

of their years of service publicly available.

Then our youth, so many of them seemingly unappreciative of their birth rights, and

totally unconcerned as to the maintenance required to sustain those rights … on & on….

but mostly, love for America.

#48 May 17, 2012 at 6:13 am

mg4us commented:

I too am having my doubts about Obama’s true origins. . . that is why he smirks when

people say he is not a natural born citizen. . the Kenyan was not his real father. .no

resemblence.

Not sure about Davis. . I am leaning with those who say Malcolm X. .

Google or yahoo Malcolm x and note resemblence

http://images.search.yahoo.com/search
/images;_ylt=As3bxsaJsRV_LyRP5pbBAL6bvZx4?fr=yfp-t-540-s&toggle=1&

cop=mss&ei=UTF-8&p=malcolm%20x

And if you know about Malcolm X’s teachings, with hate in his heart, Sorros and his

supporters would find this the perfect person to help destroy America”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Malcolm_X

“From his adoption of the Nation of Islam in 1952 until he broke with it in 1964, Malcolm

X promoted the Nation’s teachings, including that black people are the original people of

the world,[86] that white people are “devils”,[87] that blacks are superior to whites, and

that the demise of the white race is imminent.[88] While the civil rights movement

fought against racial segregation, Malcolm X advocated the complete separation of

African Americans from white people. He proposed the establishment of a separate
country for black people[89] as an interim measure until African Americans could return

to Africa.[90] Malcolm X also rejected the civil rights movement’s strategy of

nonviolence, and instead advocated that black people use any necessary means of

self-defense to protect themselves.”

If true, this would help explain the “HELP” Obama got along the way to get through

college. . .

#49 May 17, 2012 at 6:20 am

Granny commented:

It really doesn’t matter who he looks like genetically – and BTW, he looks FAR more like
Malcolm X than Frank Marshall Davis. The long-settled legal principle is that the man the

mother is married to at the time of birth or the name on the birth certificate is the father.

Obama has long since acknowledged that Obama Sr. is his father and the other parties

who might have some sort of standing to dispute that are long dead.

#50 May 17, 2012 at 7:15 am

GOP KICKS ASS commented:

I have always known this. It’s the media that wants to hide this and they will continue to

ignore this.

#51 May 17, 2012 at 7:18 am

GOP KICKS ASS commented:

The reason this is true is because Davis was good friends with Obama’s mom’s dad and

he impregnated his friend’s daughter. Not good. So they ‘used’ Obama as the ‘dad’

instead because he too was black. If you read the mom’s life’s timeline, there is no way

Obama is Obama’s real dad. Davis and PRes Obama were very, very close.

#52 May 17, 2012 at 7:47 am

bronxdude commented:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wG4Hz2lnzZ8

he kinda looks like BHO…

#53 May 17, 2012 at 8:35 am

Facauwee Tribe commented:
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Here you go, Nick! Look both socialism and communism up yourself. You don’t even

have to leave your mom’s basement, although you may have to put down the bag of

Cheetos first!

I think you’re under the misconception that conservatives want NO GVOVERNMENT. We

want LIMITED GOVERNMENT. While government is a necessity, the accompanying

bureaucracy is the problem. Bureaucrats are mostly faceless and nameless, unelected

and unrepresentative of the citizens they work for. The industry regulations that they’re

in charge of enforcing are routinely ignored, or the lobbyist have corrupted the

lawmakers to include favorable loopholes in the legislation that is eventually passed.

More government is not better government, it’s just a greater opportunity for politicians

and bureaucrats to spend more money on their own interests, and to their own benefit.

Bureaucrats and bureaucracies thrive in socialism and communism, that’s why we
advocate FREE MARKET capitalism. ANY form of government has to include socialistic

aspects(including capitalism), e.g., military, infrastructure, etc.

While I feel your characterization of conservatives is unfair, you are entitled to your own

opinion. But, remember that a government that gives you everything, can take it all

away.

#54 May 17, 2012 at 8:46 am

Hangtown Bob commented:

Just Google “nude photos Ann Dunham Frank Marshall Davis”. They apparently had SOME

level of intimacy.

#55 May 17, 2012 at 8:51 am

lizzy84 commented:

http://i816.photobucket.com/albums/zz81/frnullandvoid

/StanleyAnnsBaby.jpg

Pray for America.

#56 May 17, 2012 at 8:58 am

Adirondack Patriot commented:

Nature abhors a vacuum and this is what happens when you have an informational

vacuum about a U.S. President.

In fact, this is what happens when you elect a community organizer that the media

refuses to investigate his life experiences. No one can explain his college years

(academics or activities), his current family members know nothing about him (half-
sisters and half-brothers) because they are scattered around the globe, leaving us with a

functional mongrel with no personal references from his life.

#57 May 17, 2012 at 9:11 am

MJ commented:

Well, they are wrong.

Anyone who has seen this vid:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q5QD_6UtfFo

Knows that the real Daddy is Malcolm X.

#58 May 17, 2012 at 9:15 am

donh commented:

#52 Obama SR and Barak’s ” brother ” in Africa both have Elizabeth Warren’s high

cheeckbones…Barak Obama has the classical narrow squared protruding forehead , long

limbs, and angular features idealized by the nazi’s as physical traits of the Aryan race

detailed at the 8:30 mark of this documentary….. > http://youtu.be/u-XHeSr2Xp0

.It Barak’s physical features that made him selected by the underground Nazi party ruled

by George Soros.

#59 May 17, 2012 at 9:34 am

valerie commented:

#33 May 16, 2012 at 11:50 pm

bigL commented:
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I’m not focusing on getting rid of any GOP-ers. It’s Democrats, particularly Senators,

that matter more right now. Party association matters right now, more than usual. So

does the Senate.

#60 May 17, 2012 at 9:50 am

valerie commented:

#45 May 17, 2012 at 3:16 am

Nick commented:

Welcome, take a look around, and educate yourself. There’s plenty here, especially if

you follow the copious links. As far as you present need for us to discuss the fine points

between communism and socialism, you’ll find that, for our purposes, you are drawing a

distinction without a difference for our purposes. And if you follow the links, you will find

out why.

#61 May 17, 2012 at 10:07 am

ponderon  commented:

I don’t care who his father is,not sure if he knows who his real father is.Our concern right

now should be to make sure the marxist is remove from office, before he can do

anymore damage or harm to our country..

#62 May 17, 2012 at 10:26 am

forest commented:

My Three Commie Dads – this fall on NBC

Note to self: Do not give daughter a man’s name.

#64 May 17, 2012 at 10:39 am

wtd commented:

Revisit Glenn Beck’s video compilation of Obama’s not-so-accurate reflections on his

existence here and then consider the flub he made at around the 3 minute mark about

the March in Selma, Alabama being the point of his conception – a full four years after his

birth. Where was Davis, Malcom X, Stanley Ann, grandpa and grandma Dunham on the

date of that march? Given the misinformation provided by this admin, I begin to doubt

his very date of birth, regardless of paternity or where he was born. The current

occupant of the oval office’s bio appears to lean towards a complete fiction.

#65 May 17, 2012 at 10:44 am

noway commented:

Shortcut to Mushrooms commented:

Friendly reminder: Obama will be your president for another four years. Even if you

defect to another country, your income will be taxable for three years

no, he won’t be president.

#66 May 17, 2012 at 10:48 am

noway commented:

#45 May 17, 2012 at 3:16 am

Nick commented:

This is completely and utterly ridiculous. To see my fellow Americas sucking this up is

sickening. It further erodes my faith in the American people. I have seen my country
ripped apart by low information voters and conspiracy nuts for years. 2010 was the worst

year in elections when our country began making a fool of ourselves around the world.

Sites like this further erode the intelligence of Americans.

nick please copy this and read it everyday as our country goes down the drain. we

elected someone with no past. grow up and face the facts.

#67 May 17, 2012 at 11:06 am

sandy commented:
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Obama is the spitting image of Malcolm X. Catch the child’s picture of Malcolm. President

X has the ring of reality to it.

With Davis as his father Obama could still have won in 08 — but if his father was really
Malcolm X there is no way he would be in the White House today.

#68 May 17, 2012 at 11:19 am

el gordo commented:

I guess it is possible, but it is still just idle speculation. Obama has internalized Davis’

ideology. The fruit of that tree worry me far more than the roots.

#69 May 17, 2012 at 12:09 pm

Dan commented:

Question:

What is the definition of mass confusion?

Answer:
Fathers day in sounth central L.A.

#70 May 17, 2012 at 12:28 pm

ChillytheAlaskan commented:

The left is floating this lie to be able to prevent all Obama has done from being repealed

after he is removed from office, for not being eligible to be president. Imagine, the

SCOTUS picks invalidated, all legislation INVALIDATED, regulations INVALIDATED, FIVE

TRILLION IN DEBT INVALIDATED! BOY THE BANKS WOULDN’T WANT THAT TO HAPPEN,

THIS WOULD DRIVE THE OWNERS OF THE FED CRAZY!

Obama is a fraud, not eligible to be president, all that happened under his administration

a fraud.

Who knows who his real father is, and who cares. He isn’t a natural born citizen, a citizen
who doesn’t have dual citizenship, who doesn’t owe any loyalty to any country other than

America.

there are also other ideas of who his real father is:

http://lamecherry.blogspot.com/2012/05/uncle-lolo-soetoro.html

#71 May 17, 2012 at 12:46 pm

Nelle commented:

Now that I’m more familiar with his face than I ever wanted to be, I can see he looks a

whole lot like Malcolm X. While fascinating, all this talk about his origins is a distraction

guaranteed to make us look obsessed, vengeful and nuts. If there was hard proof one
way or another, and the news of it spread far and wide, I don’t think it would cost him a

single voter out of those who haven’t already left him. They’re too stupid to care what

they elected, and too stubborn to admit the mistake. Can we focus on what he’s

done/not done?

#72 May 17, 2012 at 1:11 pm

mcc commented:

A campaign to inform voters is being planned. I would hope the influence of BO’s mentor,

CPUSA member, Frank Marshall Davis, will be part of it. But it might not…instead,

they’re concentrating on Jeremiah Wright, it seems…and I didn’t like reading they’d be
harrassing the Democratic Convention or that their message will be he’s the “wrong

choice for president in these days and times.”

They’ll miss it entirely if they don’t show how he’s the wrong man for any time in US

history — lacking character and wedded to ideas that have never worked. But they can

pull off their “quandry” by making little Barry the victim of some really sick,

anti-American people. Expose each one who profoundly formed him. (And, yes, FMD was

one of the worst. An admitted pedophile who wrote of teaching a young girl he called

“Anne” – in a threesome with his wife – the pleasures of sex.)

From the article:

Our plan is to do exactly what John McCain would not let us do: Show the world

how Barack Obama’s opinions of America and the world were formed,” the
proposal says. “And why the influence of that misguided mentor and our

president’s formative years among left-wing intellectuals has brought our

country to its knees.”
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The plan is designed for maximum impact, far beyond a typical $10 million television
advertising campaign. It calls for full-page newspaper advertisements featuring a
comment Mr. Wright made the Sunday after the attacks of Sept. 11, 2001. “America’s
chickens are coming home to roost,” he said.

The plan is for the Democratic National Convention in Charlotte, N.C., to be “jolted.” The
advertising campaign would include television ads, outdoor advertisements and huge
aerial banners flying over the convention site for four hours one afternoon.

The strategists grappled with the quandary of running against Mr. Obama that other
Republicans have cited this year: “How to inflame their questions on his character and
competency, while allowing themselves to still somewhat ‘like’ the man becomes the
challenge.”

Lamenting that voters “still aren’t ready to hate this president,” the document

concludes that the campaign should “explain how forces out of Obama’s

control, that shaped the man, have made him completely the wrong choice as
president in these days and times.”

http://www.nytimes.com/2012/05/17/us/politics/gop-super-pac-weighs-

hard-line-attack-on-obama.html?pagewanted=2&_r=1&hp

#74 May 17, 2012 at 1:41 pm

tommy mc donnell  commented:

i don’t care who his father was, however i do care that obama is a marxist.

#75 May 17, 2012 at 3:47 pm

Mama Grizzly commented:

Malcolm X is Obama’s (actually Shabaaz’) real father. Big deal. But back then they

thought Malcolm to be a messiah, and thought there’d be race riots if his child was known
to be half white. This is why Obama has such a complex. He knows, but he can’t tell. He

believes he can do no wrong because of who his father was.

It’s all stupid. The Frank Marshall thing is just to send the interest another direction.

Obama just didn’t turn out like everyone thought he should. No MalcolmX the second . . .

#76 May 17, 2012 at 3:49 pm

Mama Grizzly commented:

http://www.google.com/images?client=safari&rls=en&

q=photos%20malcolm%20x&oe=UTF-8&hl=en&

sa=X&oi=image_result_group

All there, especially see photo #1 if in doubt.
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